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ON THE INTEGRABLE AND SQUARE-

INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS OF Spin(l,2m)

BY

ERNEST THIELEKERÍ1)

Abstract. All the unitary equivalence classes of irreducible integrable and

square-integrable representations of the groups Spin(l,2m), m > 2, are

determined. The method makes use of some elementary results on differen-

tial equations and the classification of irreducible unitary representations of

these groups. In the latter classification, certain ambiguities resulting from

possible equivalences not taken into account in a previous paper, are cleared

up here.

1. Introduction. For a number of real semisimple Lie groups G, it is possible

to classify the irreducible unitary representations of G by determining which

of the irreducible components of the various (nonunitary) principal series

representations of G can be made unitary by means of a redefined inner

product. See for example [4], [12] and [16]. Let K he a maximal compact

subgroup of G. It is a celebrated result of Harish-Chandra that G possesses a

discrete series of unitary representations if and only if rank (G) = rank (A').

(See [9, Theorem 13].) By definition, an irreducible unitary representation of

G belongs to the discrete series if its matrix elements are square-integrable

with respect to Haar measure. An important problem for several applications

is to determine which of the irreducible unitary representations of G actually

belong to the discrete series. In this paper this problem is solved for the cases

G = Spin (1,2m), for m > 2. The main result in this direction is Theorem 6,

which confirms a conjecture made in Thieleker [16]. This theorem also

determines the integrable representations as well as the square-integrable ones

for these groups. In the special case when m = 2, Spin (1,4) is isomorphic to

the universal covering group of the deSitter group, and for this case our results

can easily be deduced from those of Dixmier in [4]. See the comments in

Thieleker [15, §13]. It would be inconvenient for our purposes to include the

case m = 1. Thus it is omitted. However, since Spin(l,2) is isomorphic to
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SL2 (R), the results for this case are well known. See for example the book by

Lang [14].

Before describing the contents of the paper in more detail, we indicate our

notation and review some known facts. As is customary, let C, R, and Z

denote the set of complex numbers, real numbers, and integers respectively. If

L is a Lie group, L will denote the Lie algebra of ¿, Lc will denote the

complexification Lc = C ® L, and ¿V(L) will denote the complex universal

enveloping algebra of L. If [II, %] is a continuous representation of ¿ on a

Banach space % let %x denote the linear space of differentiable vectors in OC

Then there is a uniquely determined representation of £V(L) on H°° which we

denote by [Jn,3C°°]. As in [6] a quasi-simple representation of L is one in

which the operators dU(z) and n(z) act as scalar multiplication for every z in

the center of U(L) and z in the center of ¿. If À' is a compact group, we denote

by £l(K) the set of all equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible

representations of K, or equivalently, the set of classes of irreducible unitary

representations of K. If, moreover, L is a closed subgroup of K, and

[ju] G Q(L), we denote by tl^K) the set of /x-admissible classes in iï(K), that

is, the set of all classes in 2(K) which contain the class [p] in their restrictions

to¿.
Now suppose that G is a semisimple Lie group with a finite center, and

suppose that K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let [II, %] be a quasi-

simple representation of G. The main technical problem in determining

whether II is square-integrable or not is to determine the asymptotic behav-

iour of certain matrix elements of 11(g) as g approaches the boundary of G.

Let [co] and [co'] be elements of Ü(K) and let Zc be a Casimir element of G, that

is a second order central element in ¿7(G). Then, in the language of Harish-

Chandra [9], the function g -* F(co')II(g)F(to) is an elementary, (co'.co)-

spherical function and satisfies a certain differential equation arising from the

fact that dTl(ZG) acts as scalar multiplication. (If [co] G Ü(K), then F(co) is the

projection on % corresponding to the type co AT-isotypic component.) When II

is a class 1 representation, a derivation of this differential equation is given by

Harish-Chandra in [8]. Harish-Chandra's generalization to the case of general

II is given in Warner [18, vol. II]. It should be remarked that when II is a

nonunitary principal series representation of G, then the function g

-* F(co')n(g)F(w) is essentially what Harish-Chandra calls an Eisenstein

integral. (See [10] or [17].) For the case when the real rank of G is 1, the

differential equation referred to above reduces to an ordinary differential

equation with operator coefficients. (See §2 or [17].) If, moreover, G

= Spin(l,2wi), it is possible to choose the pair [co], [co'] in such a manner that

this equation reduces to one with scalar coefficients which may be solved in

terms of hypergeometric functions, with a suitable change of variables. We call
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such a pair of A-types a locking pair. (See §5.) It is interesting to note that such

a locking pair of Â'-types does not exist in general for the nonunitary principal

series representations of Spin(l,2w + 1), but they do exist for most nonuni-

tary principal series representations of the other real rank 1 groups. This fact

will be discussed in a later paper. It turns out that when G = Spin(l, 2m), that

a pair of locking A"-types exists not only for every nonunitary principal series

representation of G, but also for those irreducible components that correspond

to the square-integrable representations. However, such locking pairs do not

exist for all irreducible components of nonunitary principal series representa-

tions. This circumstance makes it necessary to resort to additional arguments

based on the integral representation of the Harish-Chandra c-function to

exclude these "extraneous" irreducible components from the possible square-

integrable representations. These arguments are given in §13. In §§10 and 11

we review the classification of the quasi-simple irreducible representations and

the irreducible unitary representations of G. In [16] there were some ambigu-

ities in this classification due to certain infinitesimal equivalences which were

not taken into account in [15] and [16]. These additional equivalences are

given correctly by Gavrilik and Klimyk [5], In §10 we give a somewhat more

condensed reformulation of these results. We thank these authors for making

a preprint of their paper available to us.

2. The differential equation. Assume at this point that G is a real semisimple

connected Lie group of arbitrary split rank /. Let G = P + K be a Cartan

decomposition of G, where K is the Lie algebra of a subgroup K such that

Ad (K) is maximal compact in Ad (G), and P is a Cartan subspace of G

corresponding to this choice of K. Let 9 be the Cartan involution correspond-

ing to this decomposition. Thus, 9 fixes every element in K and reverses sign

of every element in P. It is known that 9 extends uniquely to a compact

involution 9' of the complexification Gc of G. Thus, 9' fixes a compact real

form G„ elementwise. Let A be a maximal abelian subspace of P. Fix a

lexicographical ordering on A*, the real dual of A. Let A be the set of restricted

positive roots, where positive is defined by this ordering. Finally, let < , > be

the sesquilinear form on Gc defined by the formula

(X,Y} = -cB(X,9'Y),

for X, Y E Gc, where B is the Killing form on Gc and c is a positive constant

to be adjusted later. Since B is negative definite on G„, it follows easily that

the form < , > is an inner product. It also follows easily from the invariance of

the Killing form that we have, for all X, Y and Z in Gc,

<\X,Y],Z) = -(Y,[9'X,Z]>.
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For a G A let Na be the subspace of G defined by N„ = {Ze G|ad (H)Z

= a(H)Z for all H E A}. Then, for a # ß, Na and N^ are mutually orthog-

onal relative to the inner product < , ). Moreover, as a ranges over A, the

subspaces Na generate a maximal nilpotent subalgebra N. Let m(a) be the

multiplicity of the root a G A, and let [Zai\i = 1,2,..., m(a)) be an orthonor-

mal basis of Na. Then the set {6Za¡ \i = 1,2,..., m(cx)} is an orthonormal basis

of 6Na. For each a G A and index i = 1,2,..., m(a) define elements Yai and

A^,- by the formulas

(i) *„,. = (i/V2)(za; + 0zai),     Yai = (i/V2)(za/. - ezai).

Then since obviously 0Xai = Xai and 0Yai = -Yai, we have Xai E K, and

Ya¡ E P. For a G A, let Ha be the element of A defined by (Ha,H} = a(H)

for all HEX. Then we have for 1 < t < m(a)

(2) [z^ezj = -Ha.

In fact, [Zai,ezm] G A, and for all H E A,

qeZm,Zj,H) = -(Zaí,[Zai,H¡) = (Zai,a(H)Zj = a(//).

Hence, the assertion follows.

Let [n, %] be any differentiable representation of G on a topological vector

space % and let dU. be the corresponding action of the Lie algebra G. We also

use the same symbol to denote the uniquely defined extension of this action to

the universal enveloping algebra t/(G) of G. For the time being we will

simplify the notation by writing qxgq2 = dU(qx)Tl(g)dTl(q2) for all qx, q2

E ¿7(G) and g G G.

Lemma 1. For each a E A, r G R, r ¥= 0, and HEX such that a(H) # 0,

write h(t) = exp tH. Then

Kt) "i (Y¿ - Xl) = m(a)cotn(a(H)t)h(t)Ha
t=l

+[smha(H)t]     2 [Xlh(t) + h(i)Xl-2cosh(a(H)t)Xaih(t)Xai].
i=l

Proof. For 1 < í < m(a) we have the following computations:

h(t)YM = (Ad (h(t))Yjh(t) = [cosh(a(H)t)Yai + sinh(a(H)t)Xjh(t),

h(t)Xm = (Ad (h(t))Xjh(t) = [cosh(ct(H)t)Xm + sinh(a(H)t)Yjh(t).

Under the assumptions of the lemma we may and do eliminate the element

Yaih(t) from these equations and obtain
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(3) h(t)Yaí = œih(a(H)t)h(t)Xm - [l/smh{a{H)t)]Xath{t).

Now from (1) and (2) we have [Xu, Ym] = (1/2)[Z„ + 9Zai,Zm - 9Zj

= -[Zm,9Zm] = Ha. Hence applying (3) twice yields

h(t)Y¿ = coth{a{H)t)h{t){YMXm + Ha) - [1/sinh(a(H)t)]Xath{t)Yat

= coth(a(H)t)h{t)Ha + [coth{a{H))t]2h{t)X2

+[smh{a{H)t)]-2[X2h{t) - 2 cosh{a{H)t)Xath{t)Xj.

The lemma follows from the observation that [coth(a(H)t)] - 1

= [csch (a{H)t)]2 = [smh{a{H)t)]~2.   Q.E.D.

Now assume that G has real rank 1. Then either A = {a} or A = {a, 2a). In

the second case set q = m{2a), and in the first case set q = 0. In both cases

let p = m{a). We adjust the constant c in the definition of the form < , ) so

that (H,H) = 1, where H E A such that a(H) — 1. More explicitly, c is

given by c = 1/B{H,H). Hence, also H = Ha.

Let M be the centralizer of A in AT. If M # {0}, let r be the dimension of M

and let {Wx,...,Wr} be an orthonormal basis of M. Define the following

elements of the universal enveloping algebra U{G):

(4a)      ZM = - 2 W2,   if M # {0}, and,   ZM = 0, if M = {0}.
j=i

(4b)       ZK = - Í X2 - % X2ai + ZM,
i—\ i=l

(4c)       ZG = H2+ Í Y2 + 2  Y2ai + ZK,
i=i i=i

where in (4b) and (4c) the second summation symbol is to be interpreted as 0

in case q = 0. Note that ZG, ZK, and ZM are Casimir elements of the Lie

algebras G, K, and M respectively. Also let ZL be the element of the universal

enveloping algebra i/(G) defined by

(4d)     ZL - - á X2ai + ZM,   ifq*0 and ZL = ZM,   if <? = 0.
i=l

Now let [IT, %] be a quasi-simple representation of G on a Banach space,

and let [II00, 3C°° ] be the differentiable representation associated with [II, %].

(See [18, Vol. I, p. 254].) Then for every element Z in the center of i/(G) we

have ¿/n°°(Z) = y{Z)l%x, and Z -> y(Z) is a homomorphism of the center

of i/(G) into C. Let us write T = y(Zc). As in Lemma 1 we write h{t)

= n°°(expMY) with H = Ha, and follow the notational convention of that
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lemma. Thus we have dh(t)/dt = Hh(t) = h(t)H, and d2h(t)/dt2 = H2h(t)

= h(t)H . From Lemma 1 we then immediately have the following result:

Lemma 2. On (0, oo) the operator-valued function t -* h(t) satisfies the

differential equation

,2 ,

— h(t) + (pcotht + 2qcoth2t) jh(t)

-[sinhi]-2((Z„ - ZL)h(t) + h(t)(ZK -ZL) + 2 cosh/ £ Xaih(t)Xa)j

-[sinh2í]-2((Z¿ - ZM)h(t) + h(t)(ZL - ZM) + 2cosh2/ % *uW)xJ)

= Th(t) = h(i)ZM,

where the last term on the left-hand side is to be replaced by 0 in case q = 0. Note,

that in that case the last three terms on the left-hand side are equal to 0.

3. Operator-valued spherical functions. For G any connected semisimple

real Lie group let [II, %] be a quasi-simple representation of G. Let 2(K) be

the set of equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible representations

of K. For each class [co] of 2(K) let F(co) be the projection on % such that

F(co)3C is the subspace of vectors that transform like [co] under the restriction

TI|jç-. Then it is known that [U,%] is /^-finite; that is, F(co)% has finite

dimension for all [co] G Sl(K). (See [6].) Moreover, it is known [6] that F(co)X

consists of analytic vectors for the representation II, for all [a] G íl(K). Thus,

in particular, F(co)3C C %°°. Hence, U(g)E(u) = n°°(g)F(co) for all [co]

G Q(K).

Now assume that G has real rank 1. Then in the notation of Lemma 2 we

have, for any pair of classes [co] and [co'] in ti(K), F(co')n(expi77 )F(co)

= F(co')A(r)F(co), and the function t -* E(Tl, t; co', co) defined by F(II, t; co', co)

= F(co')/i(r)F(co) is an analytic function from (— co, oo) to the finite-dimen-

sional space HOM (F(co)3C, F(co')3C). This function is by definition the elemen-

tary (u,cû')-spherical function associated with the representation II.

If [co,3Cu] and [co',3C,y] are two finite-dimensional K modules, and Â" any

subgroup of K, let HOM^, (%a,%a.) denote the subspace of HOM (%a,%u>)

consisting of K' intertwining maps. In other terms,

HOM*, (%a,%J) = {TE HOM (Xa,Xa,)\To:(k) = a'(k)T,   all k E K').

Since mh(t) — h(t)m for all t E R and m E M, it follows that for any pair

(«,«') of tf-types, one has F(n, /; co', co) G HOMM (F(co)5C,F(co')0C) for all

í £ R. In particular, the (co,co')-elementary spherical function F(n, •;<</. co) is
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0 unless there is an Af-type [p] G ti{M) which occurs in both restrictions u\M

and u'\M.

Define an action H(u,v') of AT on HOM (%u,%a>) by the formula

H(a,u'){k)T = u'{k)Tu{k~l)

for all k E K, and T E HOM (%a,%a,). Then it is a straightforward matter

to check that H(u,d) is a representation of K on the linear space

HomCJC^.OC,,,')' Let w* denote the representation of K contragredient to w.

Then the representation [H(u,u'), HOM(%a,%u.)] is equivalent to the repre-

sentation [a' ® (o*,3Cu ® %a*]. More precisely, there is a canonical linear

isomorphism <b: %u, ® %a* -* K0M(Xo,%o.) with the property that <¡>{v®f)

. (w) = f(w)v for all v E %a,,w E %u, and/ G SCW». Then we have

Lemma 3. For all k E K,

<b o («'(*) ® «*(*)) = H(a,a'){k) ° <f..

Proof. This is a straightforward computation on elements in %u, ® 3Cu* of

the form i> ® /. Then extend the result of this computation by linearity.

Q.E.D.
We remark further that if a is an automorphism of K, then for any finite-

dimensional representation [w,^u] of K, one may define the representation

[aco.SC^] by aw{k) = w{ot{k)) for all k E K. Then the canonical map rj> of the

above lemma also has the intertwining property:

<¡> o (u'(k) ® aa>*(k)) = H{au,u'){k) ° <¡>,

with k E K.

Let L denote the subspace of K defined by L = M, if q = 0, and if

q ¥= 0, L = M + span {X2ai\i = 1.q). Then we have

Lemma 4. L is a subalgebra of K. Let Q be the orthogonal complement of L in

K. Then we have [Q, Q] C L. In particular, L is reductive in K.

Proof. The conclusion of the lemma is clear if q = 0. Assume that q ^ 0.

Then if /' and/ are integers between 1 and q, we have by (1) and (2),

[*2*.*2*] = O/2)[Z2a„0Z2ay.] + (l/2)[0Z2a„Z2a.],

since ±4a are not restricted roots. Now the element [9Z2ai,Z2aj] centralizes A.

Hence, \9Z2ai,Z2 \ G A + M. But the A-component of this element changes

sign under the involution 9. Hence [X2ai,X2aj] G M. Hence L is a subalgebra

of K. Next note that Q = spanR {Xai\i = 1,...,/?}. By (1) and (2) and an

argument similar to the above one we have [Xa¡,Xaj] G M + L. Hence, the

lemma follows.   Q.E.D.
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By the last lemma, there exists an involution t uniquely defined by the

property that t(Y) = -Y if Y E Q, and t(Y) = Y if Y E L.

In the course of proving the above lemma the following was also shown.

Lemma 5. Assume that q ¥= 0. Let S be the subspace of L defined by

S = spanR {X2a,.|i = 1,... ,q). Then L = S + M and [S,S] C M.

Hence, there also exists a uniquely defined involution ß such that ß(Y)

-y, if Y E S and ß(Y) = y if Y G M.

Let L be the analytic subgroup of K determined by the Lie algebra L. Then

ß determines an involution on L which fixes the subgroup M elementwise. We

also denote this involution by the symbol ß. Similarly, we also denote by t the

involution on K determined by the involution t defined on K.

We state the results of some simple calculations in the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Let ZM, ZK, and ZL be the elements of ¿7(G) defined by the formulas

(4). Let T G HOM {%„,%„.). Then

(i) dH{a,u'){ZL)T = dH(™,u')(ZL)T.

(Ü)

da'{ZK -ZL)T+ Tdu(ZK - ZL)

= {\/2)[dHia,u')iZK-ZL)T +dH(™,a')(ZK - ZL)T).

(iii)

-2 2 da'iXjTdtúXj) = il/2)[dH{T0,a'){ZK) - dH{u,U'){ZK)]T.
i=l

(iv)//?*0,

-2 ¿ do>'(X2ai)Tdu(X2ai) = (l/2)[dH(Bu,u')(ZL) - dH(a,a')(ZL)]T.
i=l

(v) // Tis also in HOMM (%u,%a.), then

du'(ZL - ZM)T + Tdu(ZL - ZM)

= (\/2)[dH(Bata'){ZL) + dH(U,a')(ZL)]T.

Note that if q = 0, both sides of the last equation are 0.

Proof. If Z G ¿7(L), then du(Z) = d(ru)(Z). Hence, (i) follows. If

Z G Q, then for all T E HOM (%„,%„■), dH(u,a')(Z)T = c/co'(Z)r

-Tdco(Z), and dH(TU,u')(Z)T = da'(Z)T + Tdu(Z), since ¿(tco)(Z)

= ¿co(t(Z)) = -du(Z). Similarly, if Z G S, then dH(a,u')(Z)T = dm'(Z)T

- Tdu(Z), and dH{Bu,u'){Z)T = da'{Z)T + Tdu(Z). Hence, if Z G Q,

then
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(l/2)[dH(a,u')(Z2)T+ dH(™,a')(Z2)T] = da'(Z2)T + Tdo>(Z2),

and (ii) follows from (4b) and (4d). Also if Z G Q, then

(1/2)[í//7(tco,<o')(Z2) - dH(a,u'){Z2)] = 2da>'{Z)Tda:{Z).

Hence, (iii) follows from (4b) and (i). If Z G S, then

da'(Z2)T + Tdu(Z2) = {l/2)[dH{w,<o')(Z2)T + dH{ßu,o>'){Z2)T.

Hence (iv) follows from (4d) and the fact that dH(ßu,u') = dH((ú,u') on

U(M). Moreover (v) also follows from this and the further observation that

dH(u,a'){m)T = 0, if T E HOM^ (%a,%u>) and m G U{M).   Q.E.D.
Now pick two irreducible A-types [«], [w'] G Ü(K). To simplify the nota-

tion let us write

%K = dH{a,u'){Z,r),   rK = dH(ru,a')(ZK),

%L = dH{u,u'){ZL),   and   2f = dH{ßu,w'){ZL).

Here w and co' are the primary representations of K in nl^-on the subspaces

E{u)% and E(u')% respectively. Lemmas 2 and 6 may now be combined to

yield the following result.

Lemma 7.  The elementary {u,co')-spherica! function E{t) — E{f\, r;<o, w')

satisfies the following differential equation on (0, oo).

( —2 + (/> cothr + 2<7 coth 2t)j jE(t)

-(l/2)[Smht]-2(ZK + %rK-2%L)E(t)

+(l/2)[sinh t]~2cosht(ZTK - %K)E{t)

-(l/2)[sinh 2t]~2{ZL + Z[)E(t)

+(l/2)[sinh2/]~2cosh2/(2f - %L)E(t)

« TE(t) - E{t)o>{ZM).

Proof. Observe that for qx and q2 E U{K) we have

da'(ql)E(U,t;a,u')da(q2) = E{u')qxh{t)q2E{ic).

Hence, in the equation of Lemma 2 we premultiply by E{a') and postmutiply

by £(u). The result then follows easily from Lemma 6.   Q.E.D.
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4. The case q = 0. Now assume that q = 0. Hence G is locally isomorphic

to Spin(l,n) with n > 2. Since ¿7(M) acts trivially on

HOUM (E(o)%,E(a')%)

under the actions ¿//(co.co'), and <#7(tco,co'), and since for all r G (0, oo), we

have F(n,i;co,co') G HOMM (F(co)3C,F(co')3C), the differential equation in

Lemma 7 becomes

(4 +P coth/| W) - (l/2)[sinh/r2(2* + 2^)£(/)
(5) \</r "'/

+(l/2)[sinhí]-2coshí(2;], - ZK)E(t)TE{t) - F(/)co(ZM),

where as in Lemma 7 we write for brevity E(t) = E(H,t; co,co').

We make the substitution x = (tanh(r/2)) and write

F(n, x; co, co') = F(n, t; co, co')   for t G R,

or if no ambiguity results, we write more briefly F(x) = F(n,x;co,co'). Note

that the above substitution maps R\{0} onto the interval (0, 1) and maps the

singularities of the above differential equation as follows: 0 to 0 and ±oo to 1.

We also have then (sech(r/2))2 = 1 - x, cothr = (1 + x)/2-\/x, (sinhf)"2

= (1 - x)2/4x, coshr = (1 + x)/(l - x), d/dt = y/x(l - x)d/dx, and hence

also d2/dt2 = x(l - xfd2/dx2 + (1/2)(1 - 3x) • (1 - x)d/dx. Thus, by
straightforward manipulations, equation (5) results in the following lemma.

Lemma 8. On the interval (0,1) the operator-valued function x -> F(x) satisfies

the differential equation

x)^2F(x) + (l/2)[p +l+x(p- 3)]¿F(x) + (l/4)^F(x)

-{l/4x)ZKF{x)

= (l-x)-X(TF(x)-F(xHZM)).

Now assume that in addition to q = 0, one also has rank(G) = r&nk(K)

= m > 2. Then G is locally isomorphic to Spin(l,2w). Let T be a Cartan

subalgebra of K with the property that the intersection T n M is a Cartan

subalgebra of M. Identify the dual space of Tc with Tc itself by means of the

form < , >. It is known that there exists an orthonormal basis {ex,e2,...,em}

of Tc with the following properties:

(l){e,,62.ejc V=TT.

(2) The set {ex ,... ,Em_x) is a basis of V-TT n ^/I^^M.

x(l

(6)
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(3) Let àK he the set of roots of Kc relative to the Cartan subalgebra T.

Then A^ is given by A^- = {±e,- + eJt ±e¡ - e¡\\ < I <Cj < m).

(4) Let A„ be the set of noncompact roots of Gc relative to T. By definition

these are the roots of Gc not in AK. They are given by A„ = [±e¡\i

= 1.rn).

(5) Let AM denote the set of roots of Mc relative to T n M. Linear forms

on this subspace are to be thought of as linear forms on Tc by extending them

by 0 on the vector em. Then AM is given by AM = {±e}, if m = 2, and if

m>2,AM = {±ek,±e¡ + ej,±e¡ - e,.|l < / <j < m - 1,1 < k < m - 1).

We put a lexicographic order < on the real vector space ^/—l^ such that

£, > e2 > • • • > em. For each [u>] G Ü(K), let A(w) be the highest weight of

w in the above basis and ordering of \/-TT. Then A(w) = 2[" A{u)¡e¡, where

the components A(co)(- are either all integers or all half odd integers and satisfy

the inequalities

(7) A(w), > A(<o)2 >■■> A(U)m.x > |A(«)|m.

Let [ju] G Í2(M), and let M(p) he the highest weight of [p]. Then M{p)

— 2í"~ Mip)¡e¡, and the components M(p)¡ are either all integers or all half

odd integers and satisfy the inequalities

(8) M(p\ > M{p)2 >•••> Mip)m_x > 0.

A necessary and sufficient set of conditions that [p] occurs in the restriction of

[u>] to the subgroup M is the following (see for example [19]):

(9a) For i = 1,..., m — 1, M(p)¡ - A(w)f is an integer.

A(co), > M{,x)x > A(co)2 > M(p)2 >■■■> M{p)m_2 > A(<o)m_,
(9b)

> M(p)m_x > |A(«)J.

Moreover, if the class [w] does occur in this restriction then it occurs with

multiplicity 1.

Lemma 9. For the involution t we have A(tío)¡ = A(w)¡, if i < m, and

A(tw)ot = -A(co)m, and [tu] G fi(AT) with highest weight A(tco).

Proof. For j < m - 1, yf^tj G M. Hence, riy-Te,) = \f-\tj. Howev-

er, the element ■\/-îem lies in the orthogonal complement of M in K. Hence

7{-\f-itm) — —\/-îem. In particular, the involution t fixes the Cartan

subalgebra T. Hence the dual action of this involution takes the weight

(A,,A2,...,Am_,,Am) into the weight (A,, A2,..., AOT_,,-Am). Here we

identify Tc with Cm by means of the basis defined above. Thus t maps positive

roots into positive roots by item (3) above, and maps dominant forms into
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dominant forms by the inequalities (7). The lemma follows by the simplicity

of the highest weight of an irreducible representation of K.   Q.E.D.

As in §3, let [n, %] be a quasi-simple representation of G and let [co], [co'] be

a pair of AT-types. Let us now write V = HOM (E(u)%,E(u'y%) and VM

= HOM^ (F(co)OC, F(co')SC). Assume now that the latter space is nontrivial.

Let fi(co.co') denote the set of AT-types that occur in the complete reduction of

the AT-module [H(w,w'),V\, and which contain nontrivial M-invariant sub-

spaces, and if [¥] G fi(co,co') we write V* for the A"-primary component of V

corresponding to [¥]. Similarly, let ñ(rco,co') denote the set of A"-types that

occur in the complete reduction of the A"-module [H(ra,u'),V] and which

contain nontrivial M-invariant subspaces, and if [¥] E Œ(tco,co'), we write

VT* for the AT-primary component of V corresponding to [¥]. Let Ijf and

VM* denote the intersections Vj = VM n V* and VM* = VM n KT*, de-

fined for each AT-type in S2(co, co') and ïï(tco, co') respectively. Then clearly, we

have the direct sum decompositions

VM = ®{V*\[*] E fí(co,co')} = ®{VM*\m G fi(rco,co')}.

We remark that even if a A-type [¥] occurs in both fi(co,co') and B(tco,co')

the subspaces 1$ and V¿¡* do not coincide in general. This is because the

operators %rK and %K do not commute in general. We do have the following

result however.

Lemma 10. (1) Fei [Mr] be a class in ß(co,co') or in S2(tco,co'). Let A(^) be its

highest weight. Then A(^) = \pex, where \p is a nonnegative integer.

(2) // [ty] E ñ(co,co') or ñ(™,co'), %K or %TK acts as multiplication by the

eigenvalue ¡(ty) = (\p + m — 1) — (m — I) on the subspace iff or iff respec-

tively.

Proof. Since VM consists entirely of M-fixed vectors for both actions

¿f(co,co') and //(tco.co'), so do the subspaces vff and V^'. Hence the

branching rule (9b) requires that A(co) have the form indicated in the lemma.

Next note that one-half the sum of the positive roots of K is given by the

formula 5* = 2i"~ (m ~f)£f Also by a standard result, the eigenvalue ofZ*

acting in a A-primary module of type [co] is given by

<A(co) + 25*,A(co)> - <A(co) + 8K,A(co) + 8K) - (.8K,8K).

(See for example, Jacobson [13, p. 247].) Statement 2 of the lemma follows

from these considerations and statement 1.   Q.E.D.

5. Locked M-types. The main difficulty in solving the differential equation

of Lemma 2 results from the fact that the operators %K, %\, %L and 2£ do not
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commute in general. This difficulty is avoided in the locked M-type situation

which we now define.

Let ñ(M) be the set of equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible

representations of M. Let [co] and [co'] be two A-types in Q(A). We say that an

M-type [ju] G Q{M ) is locked between [to] and [to'] if [/x] is the only Af-type that

occurs in the complete reduction of both restrictions [u]\M and [co']\M. If there

exists a locked Af-type between two A-types [co] and [co'} we shall also say that

[to] and [co'] are locking A-types.

Assume now that q = 0. Then for [II, 3C] a quasi-simple representation of

G, it is known that each A-type occurs with multiplicity of at most 1 in the

restriction of this representation to K. Hence if [co] and [co'] is a locking pair of

A-types which occur in [Il,%], then the space HOM^ (E(w)%,E(u')%) has

dimension 1. In fact, this space is spanned by a single intertwining map which

takes the unique type p invariant subspace of E{u)% into the unique type p

invariant subspace E{co')%.

The next lemma gives examples of locking pairs of A-types. We use the

notation and assumptions of the last section.

Lemma 11. Let q = 0, and assume that rank(G) = rank(A) = m. Let [co] be

any K-type. Let A(co) = Si"* A(co),e(- be its highest weight. Let [co'] be another K-

type whose highest weight components satisfy the conditions A(to'), = |A(co)(+] |,

/ = 1,2, ..., m — 1. {Note that the first m — 1 components of A(co') then satisfy

the inequalities (7) since all the components of A(co) satisfy these inequalities. Note

also that the component A(co')m is unspecified here except for the condition that it

satisfies the last inequality in (7).) Let [p] G Q{M). Assume that M[p)¡

= |A(to)í+11 == A(to'),, / = 1,2, ..., m — 1. Then [co] and [co'] are locking K-

types, and [jti] is locked between [co] and [to'].

Proof. If M(p') is the highest weight of an Af-type [p'\ which occurs in both

restrictions co|M and u>'\M, then the branching rule requires that A(to),-

> Afíju'),. > |A(co),.+1|, and A(co'),. > M(>'), > |A(co')1+1| for 1 < / < m

— I. But, for those indices we have A(co'), = |A(co)/+11. Hence the only M-type

[p'] which satisfies these conditions is [p] = [p] with ¡i defined in the statement

of the lemma.   Q.E.D.

Assume that [co] and [co'] are a locking pair of A-types as in the last lemma.

Since HOMw {E{w')%,E{u>)%) has dimension 1, the operators %K and ZTK act

as multiplication by scalars / and V respectively, where the general form of the

parameters / and /T is given in Lemma 10. We now determine them in terms

of the highest weights given in the last lemma.

Lemma 12. Make the assumptions of Lemma 11, and let A(co) and A(co') be the

highest weights of locking K-types as given in that lemma. If the component
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A(u)m ¥= 0, let o = A(co)„/|A(co)J, and if the component A(u)m = 0, let

o = 0. Then we have

I = (A(co), - aA(co')m + (m- l))2 - (m - l)2,

lT = (A(co), + oA(co')m + (m- l))2 - (m - l)2.

Proof. Since HOMM (F(co')%,F(co)X) has dimension 1, there must be a

unique class [vr>] in ß(co', co) and a unique class [M/T] in S2(tco',co). Here we use

the notation of Lemma 10, By statement 1 of that lemma we have A(^) = \¡/tx,

and A^7) = \¡fex, where \p and \pT are certain nonnegative integers which we

now determine. Write %u = F(co)3C, and %u, = F(co')%. Then by Lemma 3

we have the following isomorphisms of A-modules: [co ® co'*, Xa ® %u,, ]

et [//(co', co), HOM (Xu., XJ], and [co ® (rco')*, Xu ® 3CW„ ] at [//(tco',1>),

HOM (%a-,X0)]. Let PT(A) be the Weyl group of Kc defined for the choice of

Cartan subalgebra T in the last section. We identify y/-ÎT with Rm by means

of the basis given in that section. Let j G W(K) be defined by s(Xx, ...,Xm)

= (oXm,Xx,... ,Xm_2,aXm_x) for (Xx,... ,Xm) G Rm. By standard results, the

element defined above is an element of W(K). (See for example [1, pp.

209-210].) Hence, the vectors -íA(co') and -jA(tco') are weights in the

representations co'* and (tco') respectively. Let M/' and "V be vectors defined

by ¥' = A(co) + 5* - jA(co'), and V = A(co) + 8K - jA(tco'). Explicitly,

using Lemma 9 and the formula for 5*,

V = (AH + m - 1 + o-A(co')m,m - 2,..., 1,0),

r = (A(co), +m-l- aA(co')m,m - 2,..., 1,0).

Hence, if i G W(K), and s ¥= e, s¥' < ¥', and sV < •¥' since these are

both regular dominant forms. Hence, it follows from a standard formula for

tensor products of irreducible finite-dimensional modules over simple Lie

algebras that the forms "% = V — 8K and ¥T = W — 8K are highest weights

of irreducible F-modules occuring in the tensor products oi ® co'* and co

® (tco') respectively. By the formula for 5* in §4, they have the form given in

statement 1 of Lemma 10. Hence, the irreducible AT-submodules to which these

highest weights correspond contain nontrivial M-invariant subspaces of di-

mension 1. Since the space HOMM (XU>,XU) has dimension 1, these are the

unique F-submodules with this property. Lemma 12 now follows from

statement 2 of Lemma 10.   Q.E.D.

6. The spherical function for a locking pair of A-types. We continue the

assumption that q = 0 and rank(G) = rank(A"). Let [co'] and [co] be a locking

pair of A"-types as given in Lemma 11. Let [¡u] be the M-type locked between
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these A-types. Let [U,%] be a quasi-simple representation of G, and let

E{oi',o},p) be a nonzero intertwining map which intertwines the single type M-

invariant subspace of %a. with the single type p A/-invariant subspace of %a.

Let x -* F(Il,x;a',u) be the function defined at the beginning of §4. (For

notational convenience, we have interchanged the roles of a and co'.) For

brevity we shall sometimes denote this function simply by x -* F(x). Then

there exists a scalar-valued function x -> 3>(n,x;co',to), or more briefly

x -* $(*), such that, for all x G [0,1), F(x) = $(*)£(«', u, p), since

HOMM (%u.,%a) has dimension 1.

Consider the expression F(x)a'(ZM) occuring in equation (6). (The roles of

w' and u are interchanged there!) For each [p'] G Ü(M) let Pip') be the

projection that projects onto the type p M-invariant subspace of %a, and

corresponds to the direct sum decomposition of this space into Af-irreducible

components. Then clearly, since [p] is locked between [co] and [co'], we have

F(-)P(p') = 0, unless [p'] = [p]. Hence

F(-)o'(ZM) - 2 F(-)P(p'W(ZM)
f»'

- F(-)PipMZM) = F(-)TM(p),

where TM(p) is the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator ZM which corresponds

to the class [p].

Next we note that for the case under consideration we have p = 2m — 1.

We also introduce the following parameters. Let ß be either one of the roots

of the equation ß2 - pß = T - TM(p). Further, let a, b, c, and a be given by

a = -(m-l)- oA(co')m + ß,       b = A(co), + ß,

c = m + A(co), - aA(co')m,

a = (A(co), - aA(co')J/2.

Lemma 13. There exists a complex number B(ß,u',u) such that on the interval

[0,1) the function x -+ i»(x) = $(II,x; u',u) is given by

$(x) = B(ß,u',oi)xa(l - x)ßF(a,b;c,x),

where x -» F(a, b; c, x) is the hypergeometric function defined by the series

F(a,b;c,x) = 2 ~é\xJ-
7=0 7¡ Wj

(rFe reca// r/ze definition of the Legendre symbol (a)j, etc.: {a)0 = 1, (a)y

= a(a+l)---(a+y- 1), 1/7 > 0.)
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Proof. By introducing the parameters / and f of Lemma 12 into equation

(6) of Lemma 8, it follows that the function $ satisfies the differential equation

x(l - xW(x) + \(p+l+(p- 3)x)V(x) + [\lr - \l/x](b(x)

-l/(l-x)[T-TMdx)Mx) = 0.

The singularities of this equation are at 0 and 1. This circumstance suggests

the definition of a function F by the formula $(;c) = x"(l - x)ßF(x), where

the parameters a and ß are to be adjusted so that the differential equation

satisfied by F does not contain terms involving l/x and 1/(1 - x) respectively,

thus weakening the singularities to regular ones. A straightforward but slightly

messy calculation shows that for this to happen, a and ß must satisfy the

quadratic equations

ß2-Pß = r-TM(ti),

(a + (m- l)/2)2 = [(A(u), - oA(u')m + (m - l)/2]2,

and F must satisfy the differential equation

x(l - x)F"(x) + \[p + 1 + 4a + x(p - 3 + 4(a + ß)))F'(x)

+aiA(co)j + iaA(co')w + {m - l)/2]2 - [a + ß - (m - l)/2]2)F(x) = 0.

Here we have used the values of the parameters / and f given in the statement

of Lemma 12. The last equation is a hypergeometric differential equation.

Since the identity element in G corresponds to x = 0, it must hold that the

limit <3>(;c), as x -» 0 + exists. This dictates the choice of positive root for a.

Thus with ex, a, b and c given above the lemma follows.   Q.E.D.

7. The nonunitary principal series. At this point we review some known facts

about the nonunitary principal series of representations of a semisimple Lie

group of arbitrary real rank /. We use the notation of §1. Let M be the

centralizer of A in K, and let [/x] G fi(M). Let [n,X] be a finite-dimensional

irreducible representation of M of type [/¿], and let < , ) be an inner product

defined on the space X such that the representation ¡i is unitary with respect

to this inner product. Since M is compact, such an inner product is known to

exist by a well-known elementary arguement. We denote by ¿2(A) the linear

space of %-valued measurable functions on K, measurable with respect to

Haar measure on K, and which satisfy the following conditions:

(10) F(mk) = n(m)F(k),

for all F G L2(K), m G M, and k G K, and

f  <F(k),F(k)\dk<oo,
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where dk is the Haar measure of A normalized such that fdk = 1. Identifying

functions that differ only on a set of measure zero, L2(K) becomes a Hubert

space with the inner product (, ) defined by {F,G) = fK i.F{k),G(k)}lldk.

Let N and A be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to the

subalgebras N and A respectively. Then A^ is maximal nilpotent in G and NA

is maximal solvable with N normal in NA. Moreover NAK = G is an Iwasawa

decomposition of G. Let k: G -> A, a: G -* NA be the analytic maps defined

by this Iwasawa decomposition by the property that for each g G G, a(g) and

(c(g) are the unique elements in NA and A respectively such that g = a(g)ic(g).

Let A be a complex character of NA; that is, A is a one-dimensional

representation of the group NA into the multiplicative subgroup of C\{0}.

Then A is the identity on N. Let P be the real character defined on NA by

P2{s) = det[Ad|NA (s)] for s E NA. Then define an action on the space L2(A)

by the formula

(11) UA(g)F(k) = A(a(kg))P(o(kg))F{K{kg)),

for all g G G, and k G A, and for F G L2(A). It is known that g -> TIA(g)

is a continuous representation of G on L,,(K). (See [6, §12].) It is easily shown

that this representation is linearly equivalent to an induced representation.

(See the proof of the next lemma.) It is also known that for each pair

A, [jti] G Q{M ), this representation is quasi-simple. (See [3].) We shall need the

explicit form of the infinitesimal character of these quasi-simple representa-

tions on the Casimir element of G. For each complex character A let X be its

differential. Hence X is a complex linear form on N + A which is zero on N

and such that A{nexph) = ex{-h\ for all n E N and h E A. If p denotes the

differential of P, then it is given by the formula 2p = 2 {m(a)a\a E A), on A

and by zero on N. Let {H¡\i = 1./) be an orthonormal basis of A with

respect to the inner product < , >. Then a Casimir element in (7(G) is given by

(12a) zG - 2 H2 + 2 % (Y2 - X2) + ZM,
1=1 a£A(=1

where ZM is the Casimir element of M defined as in (4a). By formulas (1) and

(2) of §1, the last formula may be rewritten as

,       N ' , nia)

(12b) Zc= 2 H2-  2  m(cx)Ha + 2  2   2 ZJZai.
i=\ a£A a€A /=1

We then have the following lemma.

Lemma 14. Let Abe a complex character of NA. Let TM(p) be the eigenvalue

ofZM corresponding to the class [ju] E Ü(M). Let y be the infinitesimal character

of U{G) corresponding to the representation nA. Then y(ZG) = <a,a> + TM(p)
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— (p, p), where we identify a linear form v on A with the uniquely defined element

Hv E A such that v(h) = (h,Hv)for all h E A.

Proof. Let C™(K) be the space of X-valued infinitely differentiable

functions which have the transformation property (10). Let C™ (G) be the set

of functions F defined on G by F(g) - (AF)(a(g))F(tc(g)), for F G C™(K)

and g G G. Then it is easy to see that the representation [nA,C*(Ar)] is

linearly equivalent to the representation of G on C™ (G) by right translations;

the restriction-to-AT map provides a linear equivalence. Let R and L denote,

respectively, the action of G on C00 functions by right and left translations.

Also denote the corresponding differential actions of ¿7(G) by the same

symbols. Let F G C^(G). Then, since ZG is in the center of ¿7(G), we have

R(ZG)F = L(ZG)F. Now let % be the right ideal in ¿7(G) given by 91

= N¿7(G). Then L{q)F = 0 for all q G 51, and L(h)F = (X + p)(h)F for all

A G A, and L(ZM)F = d[i(ZM)F, by (10), and the fact that M is a normal

subgroup of NAM. The lemma now follows easily from formula (12b).

Q.E.D.

Remark. For the case when / = 1, the above argument implies that the

nonunitary principal series representations are quasi-simple, a fact which is

true for general / as remarked above.

Next, we take note of the following.

Lemma 15. For g E G, FandG' E L2(K),

(nA(g)F,G') = (F,nÄ-,(g-1)G').

Hence, the representation contragredient to [nA,¿ (A")] is [li-^-i,L(K)].

Proof. See for example [15, Lemma 8].   Q.E.D.

For the rank 1 case a complex character A is determined by a single

complex number v defined by v = X(H), with H = Ha as in §1. Recall that

the Hermitian form < , ) has been normalized so that (//,//> = 1. Then for

the case / = 1 the formula in Lemma 14 reduces to

(13) y(ZG) = v2 - Up + 2q)/2)2 + I».

For this case it is also convenient to write Hp for the group action in place of

nA. In this notation, the action contragedient to n„ is n_„.

We make some remarks concerning the action of K on ¿2(AT) by right

translations. For each [co] G Ü(K) let [co,5Cu] be a finite-dimensional irreduc-

ible representation of K of type [co]. Let < , )u be an inner product on Xu which

makes the restriction of co to the derived subgroup of K unitary. (Actually, it

can be shown that for the rank 1 case the last condition implies that co is
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unitary, unless G is a multiple covering of SU (l,n).) Let HOM^ (%u,%) be

the space of intertwining maps from the M -module [to| M, %a] to the Af-module

[p,%]. Let (p: <S) denote the multiplicity of p in u\M. Then HOMM (%u,%)

¥= {0} if and only if (p: to) ^ 0. Assume that {p: to) # 0. Then decompose %a

into an orthogonal direct sum of M-irreducible subspaces. With j an integer

with 1 < j < (p: co), let 3C£ • be a type p irreducible subspace that occurs in

this decomposition, and assume that distinct/ correspond to distinct sub-

spaces. Then for each such index/ there corresponds an intertwining map

Tju E HOMM (%a,%) such that Tf # 0 and T¡a is zero on the orthogonal

complement of the subspace DC£.. In fact, if Tis any map in HOMw {%u,%)

which does not vanish on SCjJy, one may define T¡a as the composition of T

with the orthogonal projection onto SCJJ-.

Lemma 16. Assume (p: cS) ¥= 0. Let {ex,..., eN) be an orthonormal basis of%.

Then the functions E", defined on K for 1 < / < (p: co), 1 < i < N, by

Fjf(k) = Tjau(k)e¡, constitute an orthogonal basis ofE(u)L{K). Moreover, for

each such function we have

(F/,F/) = Trace(T/*T/),

where Tja* is the map from % to %u which is adjoint to Xa.

Proof. One has, for each k E K, F/(k) = 2^ (¿¡¡(k)^. Hence, by the

Schur orthogonality relations,

(Mr) -¿J, J, ^(ki^rWKT/e^e^dk

= 2 (T/e.T/e,,)^ = 2 (T/* Tfe^J»,,

where the last expression results from the definition of Tf*. However, if

y E OCand x E (%H,f)X, <Jf*y,x)u = (y^/x^ = 0. Hence, the last sum-
mation is equal to zero, unless/ =/' and i = /'. If/ = /' and i = i', this

expression is equal to Trace (Tf* Xa). The lemma now follows by counting

dimensions and the Frobenius reciprocity theorem.   Q.E.D.

8. The constant B{ß,u',u). We return now to the assumptions of §5, and

take the quasi-simple representation there to be one of the nonunitary

principal series representations [n^,L2(A)] corresponding to the complex

parameter v and the irreducible representation p of M. By equation (13), the

quadratic equation for the parameter ß takes the form {ß - p/2)2 = v2.

Hence ß = p/2 ± v.
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We need to consider the action of the Lie algebra G on the space of F-finite

vectors in ¿2(A"). Since the action of K is by right translations, it is sufficient

to consider the action of P. For each Y G P let \p(Y) denote the operator on

¿2(F) defined by multiplication by the function k -* ^r(Y,k) = <Ad (k)Y,

//). Then we have the following result.

Lemma 17. Let [co'], [co] G Qa(K). Let 0 # Y E P. Then

(1) F(co')t//(y)F(co) # 0 if and only //A(co') — A(co) is one of the noncompact

roots [e¡\i = 1,..., m). F(co')c/IIJ,(y)F(co) = 0, unless A(co') - A(co) is a non-

compact root.

(2) Assume that A(co') — A(co) is a noncompact root. Then

E(u')dU,(Y)E{a) = Ô„(co',co)F(co')tKy)F(co),

where ô„(w',co) is the complex number given by

ß„(co',co) = v + A{œ)j + m-j+ 1/2,   if A(a') - A(co) = e,,

or

ß,(co',co) = v - A(a)j -m+j+ 1/2,   //A(co') - A(co) = -tj.

Proof. The first part of statement 1 results immediately from Lemma 5 in

[15], and the proof of the rest of the lemma is contained in the proof of

Theorem 2 in [15].   Q.E.D.

It is convenient to extend the definition of the function [co'] -» Qv(œ',œ) to

all ¿¿-admissible K-types, not just those for which A(co') — A(co) is a noncom-

pact root. For this purpose, let H denote the lattice in ^/—ï^ generated by the

set of vectors {ex,. ..,em}. Thus, S = Zex © Ze2 © • • ■ ffi Zem. Let R„ denote

the function on H X \Z defined as follows. Let t = 2iW tf*j and X = 2¡" \*¡

with Tj E Z and Xj G jZ. Let Rv(t,X) be given by

m

(i4) r„(t,x) = n rJtjM,
7=1      J   J     ■>

where

(15a) Rvj(tj,Xj) = (v + Xj + m-j+ 1/2)T.   if fj > 0,

(15b) =(v-Xj-m+j+ 1/2)_T.   if tj < 0.

Recall that, as in Lemma 13, (a)n denotes the Legendre symbol. Then the

function ô„(-,co) defined by ôy(co',co) = F„(A(co') - A(co), A(co)) is the desired

extension.
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Next, let \\-\\x denote the / -norm on Tc defined by means of the basis

{ex,...,em). Thus, for x = 2im x¡t¡, \\x\\x = 2[" \x\¡. Then we have the

following extension of the above lemma.

Lemma 18. Let [co'], [co] G Q^K). Let n = ||A(co') - ACco)^. Then for all

nonzero Y G P,

(1) F(co')^(y)"F(co) # 0,

(2) F(co')c/n„(y)"F(co) = ß,(co',co)F(co')^(y)nF(co), and if 0 < N < n,

(3) E(u')dU„{Y)N E(o¡) = 0 = F(co')^(y)NF(co).

PROOF. We prove statement (3) first. It is known that a F-type [co"] occurs

in the complete reduction of the tensor product F-module [Ad ®co,P

® F(co)F2(F)], only if A(co") - A(co) is a noncompact root; hence, only if

|A(co") — A(co)|] = 1. An easy induction argument shows that if [a"] occurs in

the complete reduction of the tensor product F-module [(Ad) ® co,(®NP)

® F(co)¿2(F)], then |A(co") - A(co)|, < N. Since the spaces

dUl/(P)E(u)L2(K) and \p(P)E(io)L2(K) are F-module homomorphic images

of this last tensor product, statement (3) follows.

Statement (2) is proved by induction. It is obvious for n = 0. Assume that

it is true for all n with 0 < n < N, for some N > 0. In the subsequent

argument we shall for notational convenience identify F-types with their

highest weights. Assume that [co'] and [co] are jti-admissible F-types with

|co' — co|¡ = N + 1. By statement (1) of Lemma 17,

(16)    E(a')dn,{Y)N+lE(a) - S E(a')dUf{Y)E{u' + o)dIÏ,(Y)NF(co),
o

where the sum is over noncompact roots. By statement (3), the only terms

which contribute to this sum are those for which |co' + o — co|, < N. On the

other hand, by the triangle inequality \d + a — w\x > |co' — col, — \o\x = N.

Hence the only terms which contribute to the above sum are those for which

|co' + a — co|j = N. Now let a be a noncompact root that contributes to the

above sum. Then a = ±e, for some j with 1 < j < m. Write t = co' — co

= 2 T,e,-> co = 2 ",£,■> and co' = 2 "/£,-•

Case 1. a = ey-. Since \t\x = N + 1, and |t + e,\x = N, we must have r- < 0.

By Lemma 17 and the induction hypothesis,

E(U')dU,(Y)(E(a' + a)dîlf(Y)NF(co)

= (v - coj + Ej- m +j + 1/2)

• R,(t + e7,co)F(co')^(y)F(co' + eß^Yf E(u).

By (15b),
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{v -0,'j-m +j + 1/2)RvJ(tj + l,uj)

= (v-Uj-Tj+l-m+j + 1/2)R„j(tj + l,uj) = RpJ(tj,(ùj).

Hence, by (14),

E(a')dUf{Y)E{ar + a)dUf(Y)N£(to)

= R,{T,u)E{u')tfY)E{ca' + ej)t(Y)NE(a).

Notice that the factor Rp(t,u>) is independent of the index/.

Case 2. a = -ey-. Then since |t|, = N + 1 and |t - e»|, ■» 7Y, we have

Tj > 0. Then by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 17,

E(u')dHv(Y)E(o>' - £j)dTiv(Y)NE(o>)

= (v + w'j + m -j  + 1/2)

'R„(t - eJ,a)E(u')t¡/(Y)E(af- ej)ÜY)NE(a).

By (15a), (v + a) + m -/ + 1/2)* -fy - I,«.) = RJr,,»,). Hence, again by

(14),

E(u')dUv(Y)E(u' + a)dU„(Y)NE(u)

= R„(T,u)E(u')xr{Y)E(u' + o)4/(Y)NE(u).

Statement (2) now follows from (16) and the definition of the factor Qv(u',u).

Q.E.D.
Now let [to'] and [co] be locking A-types as in §5. The coefficient B(ß,u',ui)

in Lemma 13 depends on the choice of the nonzero intertwining map

£(co', co, j^). A direct check using Lemma 11 shows that the integer 2a

= A(co), — o\A(co')m is equal to |A(co') — A(co)|,. Thus, by the first statement of

Lemma 18 we may and do take E{co',u,p) = E(u')\p(H) aE(u>). Note also

that, by statement (3) of Lemma 18, Eiu^dU^Y) £(co) = 0, unless N > 2a.

This is as it should be since, as follows easily from the formula for $ in Lemma

13, t -» $((tanh(i/2)) ) has the leading term r2a in its power series expansion.

From the formula in Lemma 13 we have

1    d2a (       i\2a|
E(a',w,p)B(ß,w',u>) = -pr^-jz (tanh^ ) E(u',u,p)

(2a)¡ dra \       ¿J    l,=o

1  -E(Il„t;a',J       = _L-£(„')<m (H)2aE(o>).
Midi2*   K   >"    '   '\t=o      (2«)!'
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By the second statement of Lemma 18, the last expression is equal to

(l/(2a)!)ö„(co',co)F(co',co,jLt). Thus we have proved the following statement.

Lemma 19. Let

E(a',a,¡t) = F(co')t//(//)2aF(co).

Then the coefficient B(ß,u',<J) of Lemma 13 is given by

B(ß,</,co) - ¿iß»)-

9. Some remarks on integrable and square-integrable representations. Let

[LI, X] be an irreducible unitary representation of G on a Hubert space with

inner product ( , ). Let Z denote the center of G, and let G* = G/Z. The

representation [n, X] is said to be square-integrable if there exist nonzero

vectors x, y E X such that

/G. I(n(g)x,y)| V < oo.

Here dg* denotes a Haar measure on G*. The representation [n, X] is said to

be integrable if

/c, \(U(g)x,y)\dg* < oo,

for some pair of vectors x, y E X.

The following characterizations of integrable and square-integrable repre-

sentations are known.

Lemma 20. Let [n, X] be an irreducible unitary representation of G.

(1) If[U,X] is a square-integrable representation, then

fG, \(U(g)x,y)\2dg* < oo

for all x,y EX.

(2) Let dX denote the linear subspace of K-finite elements of X If [U, X] is

integrable then

jG% \(U(g)x,y)\dg* < oo

for all x,yE dX.

(3) Let [n, X] be an irreducible quasi-simple representation of G on a Hilbert

space. Assume that U is unitary on Z. Let dX be the linear subspace of K-finite

vectors. Suppose that for some elements x and y, x ¥= 0, y # 0, x, y E dX,
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fG. I(n(g)*,y)| V < oo.

Then [n, %] is infinitesimally equivalent to a square-integrable unitary represen-

tation of G.

Proof. See Harish-Chandra [7, Lemmas 3 and 4 and the corollary to

Lemma 3].

We recall another well-known result concerning integration on G. Let G be

an arbitrary connected simply connected semisimple Lie group. Then we have

the polar decomposition G = KAK = KA0K, where AQ = Exp (Aq), and Aq

is the positive Weyl chamber corresponding to the given ordering in A. Let

h -* D(h) be the function on A0 defined by

D(h) = (sinha(A))'"(a)(sinh2a(Ä)r(2").

Here we use the notation of §1. Then there exists a normalization of Haar

measure dg such that, for all / G L1 (G ),

fGJ(s)dg - fKfKfAJ{kxexp{h)k2)D{h)dkxdk2dh.

For a proof of the last statement, see Helgason [11, §10.1].

It is convenient to have another form for the above integrability and square-

integrability conditions. Assume now that / = 1. We use the notation of §2.

Let [n, %] he a quasi-simple representation of G, and let [co] and [u'] be two

A-types which occur in the complete reduction of the restriction [n|^,0C].

Recall that, for all t G (-oo, oo), E{U,t; co', co) = £(to)n(exp/)£(co'). Let

E(U, t; u>, a)* denote the adjoint of E{U, t; co', co). Then, for each t,

£(n,i;to',co)* G HOMM(E(u)%,E(a'yX).

Since the space £(«') has finite dimension, the trace of £(n, t; co', co)£(n, / ; co',

to) exists for each t and is equal to the trace of £(II, t; co', co) £(II, t; u', ca).

Denote this trace by S(n, t; co', to). Then we have the following lemma.

Lemma 21. Let [II,%] be an irreducible component of \U.V,L2(K)] for some

pair {v,p). Then the function t -» S(n,/;co',co) is positive for each pair [to'], [u].

Moreover, [II, %] is infinitesimally equivalent to a square-integrable representation

if for some pair [to], [u'] of irreducible unitary K-types which occur in the complete

reduction ofU\K the integral

fX &{U,t; oí',to)(sinh/)p(sinh2tf dt
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converges. Conversely, if [U,X] is square-integrable, then the above integral

converges for all pairs [co'], [co] of irreducible unitary K-types. This representation

is infinitesimally equivalent to an integrable unitary representation if the integral

C S(n, t; co', co)1/2(sinh /)'(sinh 2t)qdt
JQ

converges for a pair of irreducible unitary K-types [co'], [co] which occur in the

complete reduction ofU\K. Conversely, if the representation is integrable, then this

integral converges for all such K-types.

Proof. For 1 <y < (jti: co), 1 </ < (¡i: co'), let If and Fß', be the func-

tions of Lemma 16. For t E (0, oo) consider the function on FX F: (kx,k2)

-* \(JH(kx h(t)k2)F}?, F}",)] . Since the restrictions co|z and co'|z are unitary, so

is the restriction co|z, and moreover this function depends only on the cosets

in K* X K* = K/Z X K/Z. Hence,

kxh(t)k2^\(U(kxh{t)k2)Fß,Fjr)\2

depends only on G* = G/Z. By the definition of the functions F?, Fj",, and

the Schur relations,

SK,SK.\iU{kxh{t)k2)F;,F?:,tfdkxdk2

dkx dk2
JA * JA    \m  m

= 2 2 \m(i))Fjm,F?m.f.
m  m'

Hence, by summing on y and/ we have

(n)      s(n,/;co',co) = / /   2°°2 Kní^AírW^)!2.
JK    J A     j=\   j'=\

Assume that S(n, t; co', co) G Lx(D(Ht)dt). Then by (17) and the dominated

convergence   theorem,   for   each   kx    and   k2 E K     the   function   t

-* Kn^iA^)^)/^0,^")! is integrable with respect to the measure D(Ht)dt.

Since this is a positive function, it follows from Tonelli's theorem that the

function (kxh(t)k2)-+ \(Il(kxh(t)k2)F/,Fj"',)]2 is integrable with respect to

Haar measure dkxdk2D(tH)dt. If / -» S(IL/; co',co)1^ G L(D(Hi)dt), then

again, by (17) and the dominated convergence theorem,

t -* \(n(kxh(t)k2)F?,I$:)\ G L](D(Ht)dt)
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for each kx,k2 G A. Hence, the integrability of the function kxh{t)k2

-* \iJl(kxh{i)k2)F,f,Iyi,)\ follows from Tonelli's theorem. Hence the first

condition in the lemma implies square-integrability, and the second condition

implies integrability, by Lemma 20.

Conversely, suppose that the representation II is infinitesimally equivalent

to a square-integrable representation. Then the function

g-*2 2l(n(g)£^:)|2

is integrable. Hence Fubini's theorem and formula (17) imply the first

condition of the lemma. If II is integrable, then Lemma 20 implies that, for

each index /, /',/, and/', \{Tl{-)F,", Fj?r)\ is integrable. Hence, by the continuity

of this function and by Fubini's theorem it follows that the functions

t -> \(U(h{t))F/,F¡"',)\ are in l}{D{Hi)dt). Now the sum over all indices of

these functions dominates S(n, -;u',iS) . Hence the latter function is integra-

ble, and the lemma follows.   Q.E.D.

10. The structure of the nonunitary principal series. In this section and the

next one we review some known results concerning the structure of the

nonunitary principal series representations of Spin (l,n). In this section we

review the results on the composition series of these representations and the

infinitesimal equivalences among the various irreducible components. In the

next section we review the results on the unitarizability of the irreducible

components. These results are essentially a reformulation of results in [15],

[16], and [5].

As in §7, let [¡u, % ] be an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of M,

and let v be the parameter v — X(H). Let T, be the maximally split Cartan

subalgebra of G given by T, = A © T^, where TM = T D M, and T is the

compact Cartan subalgebra of §3. Define the elements/, = H and/ = e¡_x

for / = 2, ..., m. Then these elements constitute a basis for the real space

A ®R -\/-TT n M, which we denote by T1R. This space contains the roots of

Gc under the identification of Gc with its dual space under the form < , ). We

notice that under this identification, linear forms on T^ are thought of as

forms on T, which vanish on A. We introduce a lexicographic ordering on the

real space T1R such that/ >/2 > • • • > fm. Corresponding to this ordering

the simple roots of Gc are given by

2 = {/i ~ h^h ~ h> • • • >fm-\ ~fm'fm}-

Recall that a linear form on T1R is called dominant integral if 2<A, a)/{a, a)

G Z+, for A the linear form and a G 2. This linear form is called dominant

integral and special if, in addition, <A, a) ¥= 0 for all a G 2\{.fm}. In terms of
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the components A,- of A in the basis {/,,... ,fm), these conditions become

A, > A2 > • • • > Am > 0, for A to be dominant, with the components either

all integers or all half odd integers. The condition for A to be dominant integral

and special is that A, > A2 > • • • > Am > 0, for A dominant and integral.

The usual condition that A be dominant integral and regular is that A be

dominant integral and that <A, a) ¥= 0 for all a E 2. In terms of components,

this last condition is A, > A2 > • • • > Am > 0. The purpose of introducing

this weakening of the notion "regular" to that of "special" is to account for

the reducible cases of the unitary principal series in the statement of the next

theorem.

Let 8G be one-half the sum of the positive roots of Gc. Explicitly,

m m

8G = 2 8Gjfj = 2 (m -j + 1/2)fj,

with 8GJ = (m -j + 1/2). Equip the real vector space -^-TT^ with the

ordering obtained by restricting the ordering on T1R. Then 8M, one-half the

sum of the positive roots of Mc, is the restriction of 8G to y/—ÏTM. Let M(p)

be the highest weight of [u] in this ordering. Define a linear form on TJ by the

formula
m

Afo/O = -vfx + 2 (M(pl)j_x + 8Mj)fj,
j=2

where, as in §4, the highest weight components of M(p) are given by

M(ii) = 2im_I M(p.)jEj = 2z" M(p)j_xfj. Let W(GC) be the Weyl group of
Gc relative to the Cartan subalgebra T,. This group is described explicitly as

the group of linear maps on Tx defined by the finite group of transformations

on the set (+/j,..., ±fm} generated by the permutations on the set {fx,... ,fm}

and the maps er,, given by Oj(fk) — fk for j # k, and Oj(fj) = -£. The

irreducibility criterion may be stated as follows.

Theorem 1. The representation [n„,¿2(F)] is irreducible if and only if the

form A(v,fi) is not on the W(Gc)-orbit of a dominant special integral form. If this

representation is irreducible, then it is equivalent to the representation [U_v,

L (K)\, and these are the only equivalences.

Now suppose that irreducibility fails. Then the form A^, ft) lies on the Weyl

group orbit of a uniquely determined dominant special integral form. We

denote this form by à(v, ju). Thus, in terms of components,

m

A(?,u) - 2 à(p,n)/j,

where the components A(r, jit^. are all either integers or half odd integers which

satisfy the inequalities
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A(v,p\ > A(v,p)2 >■••> A{v,p)m > 0.

Since M(p) + SM = A(v, ¡x)\T , this restriction must also be dominant integral

and regular. Hence, the condition that A(»>, p) be dominant integral and special

is equivalent to the condition that for some index /, 1 < / < m, we have

v = A{v,p)¡ or —v = A(v,p)¡. In the latter case, A(v,p) = (1,2,.. .,i)A(v,p),

and in the former case, A{v,p) = a,(l,2,... ,i)A(v,p). Here we use standard

cycle notation for the elements of the Weyl group that correspond to

permutations on the basis vectors.

Theorem 2. Suppose A{v, p) is on the Weyl group orbit of the dominant integral

special form A{v,p). Then as remarked above, ±v = A{v,p)¡ for some index i with

1 < i < m. Three cases are distinguished:

Case 1. i < m. Then the following are proper supplementary subspaces:

J>?{V,V) = ©{£(co)Lj(A)|A(co),. >\v\-m + (1/2) + /},

D~(v,p) = ©{£(to)Lj(A)|A(co)(. <\v\-m + (1/2) + /}.

The subspace D*{v,p) is invariant and irreducible under the action Yl<<, and the

subspace Df(v,p) is invariant and irreducible under the action n . .. These are

the only irreducible components. In particular, any nonzero vector in D*{v,p)

{D~{v,p)) is cyclic for L2(A) under the action n_|„| (IL i).

Case 2. i = m, and v ¥= 0. There are three proper subspaces:

D*(v,p) = ©{£(co)Lj(A)|A(co)m >\v\+{-},

D~(v,p) = ©{£(co)Lj(A)|A(co)m < -H - \),

D?(v,p) = ®{£(co)Lj(A)|-|H-| < A(«)M <\v\+\).

The spaces D* {v, p) and D~ {v, p) and invariant and irreducible under the action

ITi i, and the subspace Dm {v, p) is invariant and irreducible under the action

II_|1,|. There is the orthogonal direct sum decomposition: LM(A) = D^{v,p)

®D-{v,n.)@D^{v,p).

Case 3. v = 0. Then, necessarily, i = m and v = A{v, p)m = 0. There are two

supplementary subspaces:

¿C(0,/0 - ©{£(/i)Lj(A)|A(co)m > 1/2),

D~{0,p) = ®{E(p)Ll(K)\A(a)m < -1/2}.

Both of these subspaces are proper invariant and irreducible subspaces under the

action no of G.
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Remark. Case 3 above is the only case of reducible unitary principal series

representation.

In order to discuss the equivalences between irreducible components in the

nonirreducible cases, we fix a dominant integral special form A on T1R. For

each index /*, 1 < i < m, define an M-type [fi¡] such that A(-A¡,n¡)

— (1,2,...,i)A. Explicitly, this means the following. If i = 1, M(u,)-_,

= A,- - 8GJ, for 2 < j < m, and if í > 1, then

*%)j - A; -tq+i-fy-m+j + l, f<i-l,

" A7+l - 8Gf+l " 4,-1-1 ~ w +•/' + ¿' y > '■

Theorem 3. Let & be a dominant integral special form on T1R. Let the symbol

=s¡ denote infinitesimal equivalence. Then there are the following infinitesimal

equivalences of irreducible components of nonunitary principal series representa-

tions:

[nA/,Z}+(A,.,M,.)] ~ [U_Ai+¡,D-+x(ai+x,p¡+l)l       1< / < m - 1,

[VX-i^m-i^m-i)] - [n_AM,¿tf(A*>Mj].

/« addition, there are the following equivalences between quotient representations

and subrepresentations:

[nAm,¿Jm(F)]/[nAm,/)m(Am,«m) + z>M(AM>/ij] « P^,/^,^)],

[n-A^L^jF)]/^^,/)^,^)] =, [u^d^^j + D-(Am,p.m)],

ifAm ¥= 0, and if i < m,

[Tl^Lfamn^D+^ii.)] » [n^.D-íA,,^)],

[n^.L^F^/P^.DríA,,^.)] « p^/^A,,.*,.)].

Moreover, two irreducible components are equivalent if and only if they have the

same K-module structure and the same infinitesimal character.

Proof of Theorems 1, 2 and 3. By the proofs of Theorems 3, 4 and 5 of

[15], the nonunitary principal series fails to be irreducible if and only if the

following condition R holds:

(R): There exist two /¿-admissible F-types [co] and [co'] G ß„(F) such that

A(co) - A(co') is a noncompact root, and Q^co',«) = 0.

Now suppose that condition R holds. Let [co] and [u'] G Q (A) such that

Ô„(co',co) = 0, and A(co') - A(co) = ±e,., for 1 < / < m. Then if í < m, the
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proofs referred to above also show that the index i is unique as in the pair [to]

and [co']. If i = m, this index is still unique, while now there are two pairs

[co], [co'] G Q (K) such that ö„(to',co) = 0. First suppose that i < m. If

A(co') - A(co) = e¡, then 0 = Qv(a',u>) = v + A(u>)¡ + m- i + \; that is, -v

= A(co),- + 8G¡. Moreover, the branching rule (9) requires that A(co),- > A/fju),

- 1, and M{p)¡_x > A(to),., if also /' > 1. Thus, if one sets M{p)0 = oo, -v

G {M{p)i + 8Gi+x,M{p)i_x + 8Gi). A similar argument shows that if A(co')

- A(to) = -£,., then v G (M{p)i + 8G¡+x,M(p)¡_x + SGi). Hence, with either

sign for e¡, \v\ G (A(v,p)¡+X,A(v,p)¡), where in case / = 1, the limit on the

right of the interval is to be replaced by oo.

Next, suppose / = m. Then if A(to') - A(co) = em, the definition of

ßy(co',co) requires that -v — A(co)m + \, and if A(co') - A(to) = -em, v

= A(co)m + j. Since both conditions obtain for in general distinct A-types

[co] E £2^(A), the branching rule implies that

0<\v\<M(p)m_l + ^A(v,p)m_l.

Thus, in all cases, condition R implies that v - Aiy, p)¡ E Z and that A{v, p)

is Weyl conjugate to a dominant special integral form. Conversely, if the latter

is the case, then by retracing the steps in the above argument, it can be shown

that condition R obtains. Thus, Theorems 1 and 2 follow immediately from

the results in [15] mentioned above.

Next we prove the necessity of the condition in the last sentence of Theorem

3. First, we recall the definition of a homomorphism first defined by Harish-

Chandra. (See for example [3, §7.4].) Let t7(G)0 denote the centralizer of T, in

¿7(G). Let %+ denote the right ideal 9l+ = N+ ¿7(G), where N+ is the

nilpotent subalgebra of Gc spanned by the root vectors belonging to the

positive roots of Gc. Then it is known that ¿7(G)0 = ¿7(T, ) + 9l+ t7(G)0, and

the sum is direct. If z £ Z(G), the center of t/(G), let <¡>(z) be the projection

of z onto ¿7(G)0 according to the above direct sum. z -> <b{z) is an algebra

homomorphism. If « £ U(TX), define a polynomial function y(u) by the

requirement that if u is the monomial u = ux u2 • • • up, u¡ E T,, then y(u){X)

- 2/Li (8G — X){u¡). Then it is known from a basic result of Harish-Chandra

that the map z -» x(z) = (y ° (¡>){z) is an algebra isomorphism from Z(G) to

the algebra of Weyl group invariant polynomial functions on T,. (See [3,

§7.4].) Then the differentiable representation of G associated with the nonuni-

tary principal series representation [n,,,L2(A)] has the infinitesimal character

z -* Xa(pu.)(z)- In fact> let ^ be a lowest weight vector for [u,^]. Let £ be a

differentiable vector in [nv,L2(A)]. Recall that < , >M is an inner product on

% that makes the representation p unitary. Let g -» /(g) be the function

defined by/(g) = <n„(g)£(e), v) . It is a straightforward matter to show that

dL{h)f = (8G - A(v,p)){h)f, for h E T,, and dL(n)f = 0, for n E N+. Here
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dL(X + V=T Y)f = [dL(X) + ^îdL(Y)]f, X, y G G, and dL(X)f(g)
= (d/dt)f(expXg)\t=0. Let Cuv \(G) denote the space of continuous com-

plex valued functions on G with the above transformation properties This

space is a G-module under the action of right translations. Moreover, the

linear subspace of F-finite vectors is a ¿7(G)-module under the differential of

this action. Finally, the map F -»/is a 1:1 map from the subspace of F-finite

vectors in L (K) to the subspace of F-finite vectors in Cuy \(G). It is easy to

see that this map is also an intertwining map. Hence, the assertion follows.

It follows that two nonunitary principal series representations [n„,¿2(F)]

and p„-, L2>(K)] have the same infinitesimal character if and only if the forms

A(v,¡x) and A(/, ¡n') lie on the same Weyl group orbit. Hence, this condition is

necessary that the irreducible components be infinitesimally equivalent. An-

other necessary condition is that two such irreducible components have the

same F-type. A glance at the branching rule (9) shows that the latter condition

obtains precisely in the cases indicated in the theorem.

The sufficiency of the condition stated in the theorem is proved by explicitly

constructing the intertwining operators between the indicated representations.

This is done in [5] for the first set of equivalences and in [15] for the indicated

equivalences between subrepresentations and subquotients.

11. The unitary representations of Spin (1,2m). In [16] a method was given

for constructing all unitary representations of Spin (l,n) by using intertwining

operators. The final result involved some ambiguities because the equivalences

expressed in Theorem 3 were not taken into account. In this section the results

of [16] are reviewed, and Theorem 3 is used to complete the classification.

First let us review the procedure for constructing all the unitary representa-

tions other than the unitary principal series. Fix an irreducible representation

of M, [u,9Cj. Let (, ) denote the inner product on ¿2(F) defined in §6.

Suppose the parameter v is real and nonnegative. Let \J1V,D ] be an

irreducible component of [HV,L2(K)] and let p.,,/)-] be an irreducible

component of the G-module p_y,¿2(F)]. Of course, in the irreducible cases

D+ = L2(K) — D~. Let °V"denote the linear subspace of ¿2(F) consisting of

F-finite vectors, and let T* denote the intersections T* = /)* D % Let

[</n„cVL[</H,,Tf], and [</n_„cV~] denote the ¿7(G)-modules that corre-

spond in the usual way to the G-modules p„, ¿J(F)], [TJ,, ¿>+], and p_„, D~]

respectively. Suppose that T(±v) are ¿7(G)-module homomorphisms from

[dU±v,cV\ to [dU^,^]. Then one can consruct Hermitian forms A(±v,¡i; , )

defined as follows.

A(±v,fi;F,G) = (T(±v)F,G),

for F, G G L2(K). Then it follows from Lemma 15 that for each Y E G, the

linear map dïI±v(Y) is skew symmetric with respect to the Hermitian forms
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A(±v,p; -, •)• In fact,

A(±v,pidU±r(Y)F,G) = (T(±v)dU±v{Y)F,G)=(dU-l,{Y)T{±v)F,G)

= -{T{±v)F,dIl±v{Y)G) = -A(±v,p;F,dll±p{Y)G),

for all £, G E L (K). Moreover, if the Hermitian forms A(±v,p; -, •) are

positive, then their radicals, that is, the subsets 91 defined by % = (/

E %A(±v,p;f,f) = 0), are [/(G)-submodules of [l\±y,^]. These radicals are

actually the kernels of the maps T{±v). If these kernels consist of the trivial

subspace {0}, then the nonunitary principal series representation is irreducible,

and is unitarizable by the form A{±v, p; -, •); that is, the infinitesimally unitary

representation resulting from these forms extends to a unitary representation

of G on the completion of the inner product space (%A(±v,p; •, •)). If on the

other hand these kernels are maximal proper submodules of [n+^T], then by

the second part of Theorem 3, the quotient modules [n±„,cV]/[n±),,9l] are

isomorphic to irreducible components [n-,,,/)] or [TT—„,T|. The intertwining

maps T(±v) implement this isomorphism. The inner product induced on these

quotients by the form A{±v,p; -, •) makes these modules infinitesimally

unitary. Again, these infinitesimally unitary representations of i/(G) may be

"lifted" to unitary representations of G It is shown in §6, and §7 of [16], that

all unitary representations of G other than the principal series arise in this way.

In [16, §7] the maps T{±v) which lead to unitary representations are

constructed explicitly. If [n±(,,D] is an irreducible component of a nonunitary

principal series representation, which is unitarizable in the manner described

above, we shall call the resulting unitary representation of G the unitary

representation associated with the representation [n±J/,Z)]. The classification of

unitary representations is as follows.

Theorem 4. I. An irreducible unitary representation of G = Spin (1,2m), m

^ 2, is unitarily equivalent to at least one of the following representations.

(1) The unitary principal series: [ny,L2(A)]/cw v E y/-ÍR. (If M(p)m_x is

half an odd integer, assume that v ¥= 0.)

(2) The irreducible complementary series: If M(p)m_x > 0, let i = m,

otherwise, let i be the least positive integer for which M{p)¡ = 0. Then for all real

v for which 0 < \v\ < (m + | — 1) there is an irreducible unitary representation

associated with [n„,L^(A)].

(3) Unitary representations associated with the following proper irreducible

components of nonunitary principal series representations:

Case I. If 1 < i < m, and M(p)¡ = 0, [nw,D?{v,p)]. If in addition, \v\
— m + j — /', then also [U_u,D~(i>,p)]. (Note: i here is the smallest integer such

that M(p)¡ = 0.)
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Cases 2,3.  i = m, M(n)m_x > 0, [n|„|,£*(»»,u)],  and if in addition,   \v\

= i. [n_1/2,/)mf(±i,jLt)].

II. /« fAe above list there are the following equivalences, and these are the only

ones.

(1) Ifv¥=0,vE V-fR, then py,¿2(F)] is unitarily equivalent to p_„,

L¡(K)].
Let ~ denote unitary equivalence of associated unitary representations.

(2) Then for the irreducible complementary series above [n„,F (F)] ~ [IT.,,,

L¡(K)).
(3) For M(p.)m_x > 0, [n_I/2,Z>l£(±i,ii)] ~ p^Z^Ku')], where \v'\

and ¡i' are defined by M(n)j = M(p!)j if j < m — 1, M(u')m_, = 0, and

\v'\ = M(ju)m_, +\. If M(¡i)m_x = 0, let i be the least integer such that

M(p)¡ = 0. Assume also that 1 < i < m — 1, and \v\ = m + \ — i. Then

PM,¿£,(?',«')] ~ m_H,2Ç'(i',M)l ̂ere M and p.' are defined by M(p!)j
= M(n)j, iff < / - 2, Af(ft')/ - 0, //j > i - 1, and \v'\ = A/iji),., + m-i
+ 4.

Remark 1. There is a misprint in statement II B of Theorem 3 in [16]. It is

corrected here in statement 1(3), Case 1, above.

Remark 2. The trivial one-dimensional unitary representation is included in

1(3), Case 1, above by setting / = 1, |j»| = m - \, and u equal to the trivial

representation of M. It is then the representation [Him Dx~ (v, p.)].

Proof. Statement I of the theorem is a restatement of that portion of

Theorem 3 in [16] that applies to the situation under consideration. To prove

statement II, recall that for G any real connected semisimple Lie group, two

irreducible unitary representations of G are infinitesimally equivalent if and

only if they are unitarily equivalent. (See [6, Theorem 8].) Statement II follows

from Theorem 1 for the case of the irreducible principal series and the case of

the irreducible complementary series representations. For the other unitary

representations, statement II follows from Theorem 3 and the following

observations.

For M(u)m_j > 0, the form A(v,n) has the components &(v,n)j = M(p)j

+ 8GJ+X - M(¡i)j + m -j + \, for 1 <j <m- 1, and A(f,u)m = \v\ = j.

Hence, in Theorem 3, um = /x, and uOT_j = /x' with M(p.')j — M(n)j, if

j < m - 2, MQi')m-t = M - SGm = \ - i = 0,      and      |/| = Afoii)«.,

- M(p)m_x + I
In case M(u)„,_, = 0, we have A(v, p)j = M(ji)j_x + 8Gj+x = M(p)j_x + m

-j = ï> if/' < »' - li AOmu),. « H - m + \ - i, and A(v, ti)y = 8Gj = m -j
+ \, if j > î + 1. Then ju,' = it.- and \v'\ — A,-. Hence, by the discussion

preceding the statement of Theorem 3, M(ti')- = M(ii)- ifj < /' — 1, M(ji')¡_x

= A(- - 8Gi = m + \ - i - (m - i + \) = 0, and M(ii'). = 0 also for j > /'.
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Also, |/| = A;_i = M{p)¡_x + m — i + \. With these observations, statement

2 and the theorem follows.   Q.E.D.

12. Integrable and square-integrable representations. In this section we will

show that the unitary representations corresponding to the irreducible compo-

nents [D+(v,p),Tl\v\] and [D~(v,p),n^] for Case 2 in Theorem 2 are all

square-integrable.

Let [co'] be an arbitrary A-type. According to Lemma 11 one may find

another A-type [co] such that the pair u>', to is a locking pair. Let [p] denote the

Af-type which is locked between [co] and [co'] when the latter pair of A-types

are chosen according to Lemma 11. In order to apply Lemma 21 we need the

asymptotic behaviour of the function t -* S(n„, f ; to', w). For the locked A-

type situation under consideration,

SfJI,, t;u',o) = Trace £(co)ny(exp/)£(co')

•n_P(exp(-Z))£(to)r|<D((tanhO/2))2)|2,

where T = Trace £(co', oi, p) E(u',a,p). Then, by Lemma 13,

g(n„/;to',co) = T\B(ß,o>',o>)\2x2a(l - x)2ß\F(a,b;c,x)\2,

with x = (tanh(r/2)) , c = m + A(to), — o\A(to')m, a = —m + 1 — aA(co')m

+ ß,b = A(co), + ß, and a = ^A(co), - rjA(co')m]. We recall that ß is one of

the two roots ß = m — \ ± v. The choice of root is determined by the

behaviour of the hypergeometric function at the point x — 1, or more

generally, its analytic continuation about the point x — 1 in the complex x-

plane. These results are classical. (See for example [2].) For future reference,

we consider all the cases of v, those that lead to square-integrable representa-

tions as well as those that do not.

Case 1. Rev =# 0, and \ + v- aA(to')m E Z. Notice that this condition

implies that (, ) is not Weyl group equivalent to a dominant integral regular

form. Hence, by Theorem 1, this is an irreducible case. By [2, p. 57], the

hypergeometric series converges absolutely at x = 1, provided Re {a + b — c)

< 0. This condition is equivalent to the condition that —2m + 1 + 2Re/?

< 0. Write v = vR + \f-ivj, with vR,v¡ £ R. By assumption, vR # 0. Thus,

one may choose ß to be the root ß = m — \ — (yR/\vR\)v. With this choice of

ß, limit^^ (1 — x)~ß$(x) exists and is given by

limit (1 - x)-^(x) = B(ßM,<S)F(a,b;c, 1) = B(ß,co',œ)™C ~ ° ~ g.
*-»l- l(c — a)L (c — b)

Case 2. v # 0, Rev = 0. This case corresponds to the irreducible unitary

principal series representations. In this case for either choice of root for ß the
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hypergeometric series fails to converge at x = 1. The appropriate analytic

continuation formula is given in [2, p. 108] and results in the following

expansion for $(x) valid at x = 1 :

3>(x) = xtA(")i-A("')m]/2((i _ x)m-x'2+vcx(u',u,v)F(ax,bx;cx,l - x)

+(l - x)m-y2-"c2(w',u,v)F(a2,b2;c2,1 - x)),

where, recalling Lemma 19,

cx(u',u,v)

_T(m + A(co), - qA(co')jrO)_

" [AH - oA(«')j! Tim - ¿ + A(co),+ v)T(¡ - v - oA(co')m) *>K   *  *

c2iu',u,v)

=_r(w + A(co), - aA(co')m)r(-2y)_

[AH - aA(co')j! T(m - | + A(co)i+ r)T(i + * - aA(co')m)yA" ' Wj'

ax - P + i - aA(w')M.      Û2 = -" + ¿ - ffA(co')m,

*i =»'-2" + m + AH,      ¿2 = -y - j + w + AH,

c, = 1 - 2v,       c2= 1 + 2v.

Case 3. v + \ — aA(co') G Z. We split this case into two subcases:

Case 3A. |H + 2 _ CTA("')m < 0- We remark that under the assumption of

this case, [co] and [co'] occur in either D*(v,¡i) or in D~(v,p), in the notation

of Theorem 2. Take the root ß to be ß = m — j+ |j>|. Then in Lemma 13,

a = 2 + M — CTA(co')m and 6 = m — \ + \v\ + A(u)m. Hence a is a nonposi-

tive integer, and thus the hypergeometric series reduces to a polynomial. Thus,

with this choice of root ß the following expression for 4>(x) is valid for all x:

*(*) = F(Aco',co)xa(l - x)m~X/2+l"lF(a,b;c,x).

Case 3B. |p| + \ - aA(co')m > 1. Take ß to be the root ß = m - \ = \v\.

Then a = \ - \v\- crA(co')m and b = m - \ - \v\ + A(co),. Thus, a

< -2aA(co')m. If the component M(p)m_x = 0 in Lemma 11, then also

A(co')OT = 0 = A(co)m. If M{p.)m_x > 0, then we may choose the wth compo-

nent of A(co') to have the same sign as A(co)m. In both these cases, a is a

nonpositive integer. Hence, with the above choice of ß the following expres-

sion for $(x) is valid for all x:
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*(x) - B{ß,u',o>)xa{l - x)m-1/2-MF(a,b;c,x).

We note that x = (tanh(r/2)) remains bounded at r = ±00, while 1 — x

= (cosh(//2))~2 ~ e"W, as t -> ±00, and (sinh/)p = (sinhl)2m-1 ~ e{2n,-m

as / -> ±00. In Case 3A we have \S(U,t;co',to)| ~ ,-0"«-i+2H)M as t _, ±00>

Hence, from Lemma 21 we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5. The representations [IT. 1, £>* (v, p)] of Theorem 2 are infinitesi-

mally equivalent to square-integrable unitary representations provided that v # 0.

They are infinitesimally equivalent to integrable unitary representations provided

that \v\ > m - \.

13. Exhaustion of the discrete series for Spin (1,2m). In this section we

intend to show that the unitary representations listed in Theorem 5 exhaust the

discrete series, that is the square-integrable representations of Spin (1,2m) for

m >2.

Let [n, %] be an irreducible unitary representation of G. To show that this

representation is not square-integrable, it is sufficient to show that one of the

functions t -> (U(h(t))F,y) for 0 ¥= F £ £(co)9C, 0 * y £ £(to')0C, and [co]N

[a'] certain irreducible A-types fails to be square-integrable on the interval

(0,00) with respect to the measure (sinh t) m~ dt. In fact, since £ and y may

be embedded in an orthogonal basis of £(co)3Cand £ (to')0C respectively, there

must exist a constant C > 0 such that

\{U{h{t))F,y)\2 < CSfJI, f, co', co),        t £ (0, 00).

Hence the remark follows from Lemma 21.

Now, for the unitary principal series and the irreducible supplementary

series, one may take [u] and [co'] to be locking A-types as in Lemma 11. Then

the fact that the function / -» (H(h{t))F,y) is not square-integrable follows the

explicit formulas in Cases 1 and 2 of the last section. According to these

formulas, the asymptotic behaviour is given by \(YL(h{t))F,y)\ ~ [coshjí]- ^

~ g-'(2m-i-^)j as / _> 00; where vR = Rev > 0. Hence, these matrix ele-

ments are not square-integrable in these cases.

It should be remarked at this point that the asymptotic behaviour of matrix

elements for the irreducible nonunitary principal series is known for more

general G. (See for example [18, Chapter 9] or [17, Chapter 8].)

Next, we turn our attention to those irreducible unitary representations that

come from proper subrepresentations of the nonunitary principal series

representations. Because of the equivalences expressed in part II of Theorem

4, it is sufficient to consider the following representations of item 3 in the list

given in Theorem 4:
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(1) For 1 < i < m, M(p)¡ = 0, and v = m + \ — i, the representation

[U_y,D~(v,p)].

(2) For M(p)m_x > 0, v = \, the representation [Yl_i,D¡F{v,p)].

For the sake of brevity, let us denote any of the above representations by

[n_„,£], with v the appropriate positive value of v, and let [dU_v,dE] be the

corresponding module of A-finite vectors.

The following is known. (See Theorem 2 above or Theorems 3, 4, and 5 of

[15].) If v is any nonzero A-finite vector in EL, the orthogonal complement of

£, then the cyclic (V(G)-module it generates under the action dU_v includes

the module dE. Actually, for the cases listed under (1) above, this cyclic

module is the entire space of A-finite vectors. By means of Lemma 11 we pick

a locking pair of A-types [co] and [u1] as follows. Let / = m for Cases 2 above;

otherwise, let i be the index in Cases 1. Then set A(co)y = A(co')y+1 = M{p)j,

if 1 < j < /. (A(co')j is unspecified.) Set A(co)7- = M{p)j = 0, if i < /, and set

A(a')j = 0, if / </. Then the A-type [co'] occurs in E, but the A-type [a]

occurs in the orthogonal complement £x. However, by the remark made

above, for any element 0 ¥= v E E((S)EL, we may and do choose an element

q E ¿V(G) such that 0 ^ dU_v{q)v E dE. We set y = dU_v{q)v.

By the discussion at the beginning of §11, a unitary representation infini-

tesimally equivalent to []!_,,,£] has matrix functions constructed as follows.

Let T{v) be the intertwining operator from [dUv,cV] to [dU_v,^f]. It has the

kernel £x n % (Recall that T denotes the linear subspace of all A-finite

vectors in L (A).) Now, since it is known and easy to show that T{v) acts as

a scalar operator on subspaces transforming under irreducible A-types, the

matrix function of the unitary representation in question is

g->A(v,p;U,,(g)F,y) = (T(p)Ur(g)F,y),

which is proportional to (U]/{g)F,y), provided that^ is chosen to lie in a K-

irreducible subspace of £. We assume that the latter is the case. In order to

show that the restriction function t -* (Uv(h(t))F,y) is not square-integrable

with respect to the measure (sinh t) m~ dt, we avail ourselves of the following

lemma.

Lemma 22. Let G have split rank 1, and assume that Rei'> 0, where

v — X(H). {Recall the notion o/§6.) Assume that X £ % and let X denote the

element of Tdefined by ft = X{e). Then there exists a linear map C from T/o

% such that

limit ¿>-xW(ÏI,(h(t))F,X) = <CF,X\.
/-►oo

This result is essentially known, and its proof will be outlined in the next

section. We apply this lemma as follows. For the cases under consideration,
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we have (p - X)(H) = m - \ - v = / - 1. If one sets X = v E F(co)Fx,

then one may use the explicit form of the matrix function given in §12 under

Case 3B to conclude that limit,^ e(/"1)'(rL,(A(f))F,v) = (CF,v\ # 0 for

some F. On the other hand, applying the lemma again, we conclude that for

x = y E E we also have limit,^ e^~l)'(Ilv(h(t))F,y) = (CFJ)^ ¥= 0 for

some F. Hence the asymptotic behaviour of the matrix function t

-» (ny(A(0)F,^) is given by (n„(/i(f))F,.y) ~ e~(,'_1)/, as t -» oo. Hence we

have the following result.

Theorem 6. The square-integrable representations listed in Theorem 5 exhaust

all the square-integrable representations of Spin(l,2/w), m > 2, wp ro unitary

equivalence.

14. Proof of Lemma 22. Since the main steps in the proof of Lemma 22 are

known, we only sketch its proof here, and refer to the bibliography for the

proof of some of the details.

Let V be the maximal nilpotent subgroup of G defined by V = ON. Here 9

is the Cartan involution of G corresponding to the Lie algebra involution of

§1. Then by the Bruhat double coset lemma, the set NAMV is an open dense

subset of G. Let g -» H(g), and g -* n(g) be analytic projections onto the

analytic manifolds A and N respectively such that for all g G G,

g = n(g)exp(H(g))tí(g),

where k is the function from G to F defined in §7. Now it follows from Lemma

43 in [8] that for all v G V, -H(v) E A0, and -H(v) + H(h(t)vh(-t)) E A0,

with t G (0, oo). One must modify the result and proof of [8] to take into

account the fact that we are using the Iwasawa decomposition G = NAK,

instead of the decomposition G = KAN as in [8]. In particular v -» p(H(v)) is

bounded on V. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 44 of [8] that v -» e2p^H^''

is integrable on V with respect to a Haar measure dv. Hence, this measure may

be normalized such that fve2p^H^''dv = 1. With this normalization, this

lemma also states that the following integration formula is valid for all

continuous / on F:

(18) fKf(k)dk = JMfvf(mK(v))e2^H^dvdm.

Recall that dm and dk are normalized such that fdm = 1 = fdk.

Next, for F, X continuous functions in ¿2(F), and for k, k' G F, and

m E M, we have {F(k\X(k')\ = {F(mK),X(mk')\. This follows from the

fact that jti is unitary with respect to the inner product < , > , and from the

transformation properties of X and F with respect to left translations by m.

Hence from Lemma 15 and formula (18) above,
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e»(p-MO(n,(A(0)F,jr) = e'^-x)iH)(F,U_v(h(-t))X)

(19)
= fy (F(4v))MMv)K-t)))\^X^M+H[<m-')])du.

A key point in the proof of Lemma 22 is to justify the interchange of the

limit in the statement of the lemma and the integration in equation (19). First

note that the integrand can be simplified by taking into account the Iwasawa

decomposition and the fact that N is normal in NA. To simplify notation write

for / G (0, oo), x = h(t), and for a, g E G write ga = aga~x. Then in N\G,

exp(H(v)) exp[tH + H(k(v)x~x)]k(k(v)x~x) = x exp(H(v))K(v)x~x(modN)

= xvx~l(modN) = exp(H(vx))K(vx)(modN). Hence, [tH + H(k(v)x~x)]

= H(vx) - H(v), and k(k(v)x~x) = k(vx).

Pick an e, 0 < e < 1, sufficiently small such that X' = X - e has nonnega-

tive real part on the Weyl chamber A0. Thus the exponent in the integrand of

equation (19) may be written as

(p - X)(tH + H(K(v)h(-t))) = (1 - e)P(H(vx)) + (l+ E)p(H(v))

+ X'[H(v) - H(vx)].

Since the elements -H(v), -H(vx), and -H(v) + H(vx) all lie in A0, the

exponent is equal to or less than (1 + e)o(H(v)). Now, by the corollary to

Lemma 44 in [8], the function v -* e^+c>^H^v>> is integrable on V. Hence, the

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem applies, and the limit may be

interchanged with the integration. Now, it is easy to show that

limit,.^ K(h(t)vh(-t)) = e. (See [18, Vol. II, p. 319] for details.) Hence, by the

continuity of X and //,

\xnúiX(K{v)m)^X(é),
t-KX>

and

limit H(h(t)vh(-t)) = 0.

Thus,

limit e^-^H\Tlv(h(i))F,X) = (<F(K(v)),X(e)}Jx+^Ii^dv.

Let C denote the map from °Vto X defined by the integral

F^CF = j F(K(v))e^+p){H^dv.

The lemma now follows immediately.
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